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Overarching hypothesis:
The transition from the historical print paradigm to electronic (digital) information is 

contributing to an on-going challenge associated with the epistemic loss of 

knowledge …. 
The implications are serious across a wide range of industries 

(infrastructure, health, community services etc)

Epistemic loss of knowledge

– where there has been inadequate preservation of the knowledge necessary to 

explain the context, structure and meaning of information 

Gavan McCarthy and Ian Upshall

Source: McCarthy, G. and Upshall, I. May 2006.

Radioactive Waste Information: Meeting our obligations to future generations with 

regard to the safety of waste disposal facilities. International Council of Archives.



Historical precedent for the current era

After the invention of the Gutenberg Printing Press in around 1454

it took over 100 years for the basic information architecture 

of the mass manufacturing of print

(tables of content, chapters, etc) 

to emerge

What information architectures are likely to survive on a pragmatic basis 

as we go forward? 



Why the problem of epistemic loss of knowledge? (slide 1)

Digital media convergence is posing significant challenges with respect to the 

persistent (ie. through time) access to our important (archival) information assets

The signs of failure are widespread especially in engineering environments

Source: Vines, R., 2006. Industry White Paper, Page 39
“In-house Printing to Document Workflow. Canon Australia.  A Guide for the Better Serving of Readers, Users 

and Knowledge Workers in an Era of Communications and Digital Media Convergence”. White Paper for the 

Network of In-house Print Professionals Australasia. Canon Australia. See - http://tinyurl.com/5j2ql4.



Why the problem of epistemic loss of knowledge? (slide 2)

Digital media convergence (including print) represents a significant workflow challenge

Source: Vines, R., 2006. Industry 

White Paper, Page 32 

“In-house Printing to Document 

Workflow. Canon Australia.  A Guide 

for the Better Serving of Readers, 

Users and Knowledge Workers in an 

Era of Communications and Digital 

Media Convergence”. White Paper 

for the Network of In-house Print 

Professionals Australasia. Canon 

Australia. See -

http://tinyurl.com/5j2ql4.
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Epistemic loss of knowledge is not just about content workflow –

Knowledge is constructed within a series of interconnected social networks 
(hierarchically complex systems) involving tacit and explicit knowledge cycling

Source No 1: Vines, R., 2006. 

Industry White Paper, Page 34 

“In-house Printing to Document 

Workflow. Canon Australia.  A 

Guide for the Better Serving of 

Readers, Users and Knowledge 

Workers in an Era of 

Communications and Digital 

Media Convergence”. White 

Paper for the Network of In-

house Print Professionals 

Australasia. Canon Australia. 

See - http://tinyurl.com/5j2ql4

Why the problem of epistemic loss of knowledge? (slide 3)

Source No 2: Vines, Hall 

and McCarthy 

(Forthcoming). Textual 

representations and 

knowledge support-systems 

in research intensive 

networks. In Connecting 

Knowledge in Academic 

Research: Towards a 

Semantic Web. Cope, 

Kalantzis and Magee. 

Chandos Publishing Ltd 

(UK)



The role of print hardly figures at all in current 

organisational convergence strategies
(in fact, there are few media convergence strategies at all)

Source: Vines, R., 2006. Industry 

White Paper, Page 39

“In-house Printing to Document 

Workflow. Canon Australia.  A Guide 

for the Better Serving of Readers, 

Users and Knowledge Workers in an 

Era of Communications and Digital 

Media Convergence”. White Paper 

for the Network of In-house Print 

Professionals Australasia. Canon 

Australia. See -

http://tinyurl.com/5j2ql4.

Organisations still struggle with 

coordinating different types of print production 
let alone multi-rendering options

Constraints to thinking systemically about the challenge? (slide 4)



The notion of time, context and meaning does not figure 
prominently within current digital media convergence 

strategies

Thus, there is little ability to focus systemically on the 

challenges of the epistemic loss of knowledge

–where there has been inadequate preservation of the knowledge necessary 
to explain the context, structure and meaning of information 

Source: McCarthy, G. and Upshall, I. May 2006.

Radioactive Waste Information: Meeting our obligations to future generations with 

regard to the safety of waste disposal facilities. International Council of Archives.



Going back to the overarching claim

Digital media technologies are inherently disruptive (a well 

known view for sometime) and are contributing to:

•Records management / archival cultures being significantly re-shaped

•Confusion about different forms of knowledge, their inter-relatedness 
(tacit, implicit and explicit knowledge) and how to manage these in 
these new digital environments

•A continued focus on knowledge sharing objectives as compared to
systematically addressing the new sensibilities required for this digital 
media convergence era (discussion to follow)



How do we think about 
untangling this mess?

… put another way, how should we understand the impact of disruptive 

technologies from a knowledge perspective?

…..  is there a knowledge perspective at all? 

… what are the new sensibilities and from 

what domain should we think about them from?

Or …..
should convergence issues (i.e. the impact of disruptive technologies) be left to 

the domain of other disciplines to sort out the big challenges of economic reform, 

productivity improvements, knowledge based development 

(like economics, like ICT, etc)



Secondary claim

There is virtue in reflecting upon the paradigmatic shift …
from the historical knowledge industries of the 

printing / Gutenberg – book / journal article publishing era 

….. towards this new era of digital.

But how do you characterise the 

differences between these different eras?

How might this contribute to our understanding of a knowledge domain 

as an interventionist discipline?







Chapter 4

Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web

Chandos Publishing

– Professors Bill Cope and Mary Kalantzis and Dr Liam Magee

When book is published (in late 2010) it will be available from DA Information Services Pty Ltd
648 Whitehorse Road, Mitcham, Victoria 3132 Australia

Tel: +61 3 9210 7777 Fax: +61 3 9210 7788

What does the digital do to knowledge making?

Six areas of significant differences 
between the Gutenberg era and the digital era



Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web

Chapter 4: What does the digital do to knowledge making?
Six areas of significant differences 

between the Gutenberg era and the digital era

Difference no 1: 

The mechanics of rendering

…. creating further distance between ‘expression’ and ‘rendering’

now increasing the levels of abstraction beyond, writing, print 



MEMO

TO:    David

FROM: Robert

SUBJECT: Meeting tomorrow

DATE: October 29, 2009

Can we meet to discuss the next stage of the project

PRINT: visual markup

What you see is what you get (WYSIWYG)

The notion of markup



<memo>
<front><to> </to>

<from> </from>
<subject> < /subject>
<date " />

</front>
<body><para> Can we meet to discuss the next stage of   

the project </para>
</body>

</memo>

start tagstart tag

end tagend tag

Markup approach
Well formed XML – involves both syntax and semantics

The 
rules
about the 

definitions of 

tags is what 

XML schemas 

do. Negotiated 

agreements 

about schemas 

can be 

published as 

standards

The notion of markup

Memo schema consists of:
To, From, Subject, Date, Para
Front, Body



Let’s explore this thinking in relation to one 

type of type of regulatory intervention
- Quality standards

BISQAS initiative



A three tiered 
publishing schema 
for quality standards 
imposed for cross 
mapping purposes

Names of standard 
sections from 

existing standards

The schemas of publishing quality standards

BISQAS initiative



BISQAS initiative



Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web
Chapter 4: What does the digital do to knowledge making?

Six areas of significant differences 
between the Gutenberg era and the digital era

Difference no 2: 

A new (different) navigation order

…. creating further distance between ‘expression’ and ‘rendering’

… increasing the levels of abstraction beyond, writing, print 



Example 1 

Visualisation of individual documents marked up for its own syntax

and to a lesser extent, semantics



24

Disabilities quality framework (4 documents)

Structure and internal cross references within the standard

Document 1

Life areas guide

Document 2

Industry standard

Document 3

Disability outcome standard
Document 4

Organisational self assessment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 71 2 3 4 5 6

These are cross 

referenced to the 

industry standard

These are cross 

referenced to the 

life areas guide

16

Disabilities

quality 
framework

BISQAS initiative



Document 1

Evidence guide

S1 S3 S5 S7

S2 S4 S6 S8

Document 2 

Client Record Review tool

Family services and out of home care sector (2 documents)

Structure and internal cross references within the standard

BISQAS initiative



Example 2 

Visualisation of multiple documents that map equivalence of semantics

(or incommensurability)

BISQAS initiative



Marking up the documents by imposing a three tiered syntax structure

Leading to:

-an example of a new navigation order not 
possible via print

Each one of these is a ‘standard 

section / element’ rendered as an 

HTML page

Compare this sort of 

navigation to a table 

of contents

BISQAS initiative



Then mapping areas of semantic equivalence across these documents

- Another example of a new navigation order not visible via print

BISQAS initiative



This reveals the hidden burden – provides 

objective evidence of what people have been 
complaining about for a number of years.

The mere publishing of this visualisation 
represents a form of knowledge intervention 

in a complex system

BISQAS initiative



Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web
Chapter 4: What does the digital do to knowledge making?

Six areas of significant differences 
between the Gutenberg era and the digital era

Difference no 3: 

A multi-modal environment

in which linguistic, visual and audio meanings are 

constructed of the same stuff in by means of bits and bytes



Show case

The evidence collation process associated with standards compliance

This evidence 

can be 

multimodal. 

Video, 

photographs, 

text etc. 

BISQAS initiative



Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web
Chapter 4: What does the digital do to knowledge making?

Six areas of significant differences 
between the Gutenberg era and the digital era

Difference no 4: 

An environment of ubiquitous of recording

allowing for unprecedented access to potentially re-useable data 

Ubiquitous technology can allow both centralised and distributed 

knowledge capture – stories, etc



Ubiquitous recording of data can tip the nature of 
regulatory (interventionist) systems on their head. 

Can we, for example, envisage the reality of a reflexive regulatory system?

Regulations (ie 

standards) as 

theories of the world

Testing these 

theories in practice

BISQAS initiative



Reflexive knowledge processes: 
.. towards a regulatory knowledge system?

CSO based schemas – data dictionaries

Feedback loops

Feedback loops

Sector based standards – data dictionaries

Feedback loops Feedback loopsThese are theories that provide data as 
a decision support system

The KM principle: theories are fallible and need to be continuously 

reviewed based on the evidence of what works in the world

BISQAS initiative



Theories evolve through time – for example, the theory of 
evolution through different editions of the theory
Thanks to Chris Kirk for bringing this to my attention

http://benfry.com/traces/



Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web
Chapter 4: What does the digital do to knowledge making?

Six areas of significant differences 
between the Gutenberg era and the digital era

Difference no 5: 

A shift in the balance of representational agency

where knowledge is challenged by more broadly based and distributed sites of 

knowledge creation 



We have to contend with different levels of hierarchy. 

Source: Vines, Hall and McCarthy (Forthcoming). Textual representations of knowledge support-systems in research intensive 

networks. In Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web. Chandos Publishing Ltd (UK)

BISQAS initiative



Reconciling tacit knowledge and normative standards

Source: Vines, Hall and McCarthy (Forthcoming). Textual representations of knowledge support-systems in research intensive 

networks. In Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web. Chandos Publishing Ltd (UK)

This represents the normative objective 

of quality standards

The influence on behaviour

BISQAS initiative



In principle, one can map the hierarchical inter-relationships of 
regulatory systems (and the documents that make up these systems)

Note some of the different instruments of regulation referenced in visualisation

BISQAS initiative



Children, Youth and Families Act, 2005

Family Services /
Out of Home Care

Disabilities HASS / RAPS
(Housing)

One can visualise the inconsistencies 

of regulatory interventions

BISQAS initiative



Family Services /
Out of Home Care

Disabilities HASS / RAPS
(Housing)

Aboriginal Cultural Competency Framework (2008)

… or inconsistencies of focal levels 
of practice

BISQAS initiative



Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web
Chapter 4: What does the digital do to knowledge making?

Six areas of significant differences 
between the Gutenberg era and the digital era

Difference no 6: 

A new dynamics of difference

Across a wide range of different linguistic and other boundaries



Harmonisation 
of standards

… through 
knowledge 

brokering and 
social learning

Creating 

shared 

context

The challenges of schema harmonisation
(and the need to integrate tacit and explicit knowledge cycling)

Source: Vines, Hall and McCarthy (Forthcoming). Socio-technical aspects of knowledge support-systems in research intensive 

networks. In Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web. Chandos Publishing Ltd (UK)

DOMAIN A DOMAIN B

A new dynamics of difference 

– which lies at the heart of inter-disciplinary work



For example

BISQAS initiative



The challenges of schema harmonisation
(and the need to integrate tacit and explicit knowledge cycling)

SECTOR A SECTOR B

Unstructured 
tagging

Semi-
structured

tagging

Structured
tagging

Structured 
tagging

Semi-
structured

tagging

Unstructured
tagging

The schema harmonisation challenge

Client 
tagging

Client 
tagging

A new dynamics of difference

Source: Vines, Hall and McCarthy (Forthcoming). Socio-technical aspects of knowledge support-systems in research intensive 

networks. In Connecting Knowledge in Academic Research: Towards a Semantic Web. Chandos Publishing Ltd (UK)



Towards an integrated knowledge agenda

A knowledge strategy could

•Attend to each of these of areas just described in an integrated way

•Result in appropriate attention being paid to information architectures that are 

inclusive of inter-generational knowledge transfer (that include metadata 

associated with time, context and meaning of information)

•Advocate for an era of semantic publishing by drawing out knowledge system 

reforms based on these principles

•Streamline partnership / alliance formation to embed principles of tacit /  implicit 

/ explicit knowledge cycling across different levels of hierarchy

•Support joined up and customised service pathways

We need a much better theory base to articulate the reform opportunities 

associated with these paradigmatic transformations



Is KM a discipline? 
– I think not at the moment. There are too many constraints within 
the complex system that makes up inter-disciplinary work



But, by taking a historical perspective, the types of 
transformations just discussed this could provide a 

framework for KM to be considered an 
interventionist discipline

Knowledge-based reforms have the potential to contribute to many types of 

productivity and knowledge enhancements through better decision support 

systems and monitoring of networked interventions. For example:

- Commonwealth state government resource allocation overlaps and service 

coordination pathways (could the productivity Commission adopt a 

knowledge perspective within its interventionist role across the Australian 

economy)

- Global HQs and national offices; National HQs and local offices etc; and the 

role of special project units as a source or reform interventionism

- Local offices, local networks and community engagement strategies as a 

source of reform interventionism



Can KM compete against other professional 

domains for such levels of influence?

It remains to be seen – the signs are quite negative

It appears there will be a long way to go before any 

sign of coherence is likely to emerge

What is your best guess as to how things will emerge for a knowledge 
based discipline to grow?



Explanation slides 

for discussion 



Source: Vines, R. McCarthy, G, 

Kirk, C. and Jones, M. 
(Forthcoming) Cities, human 

well being and the environment: 

Conceiving national regulatory 

knowledge systems to support 

intergenerational knowing and 
adaptive capacity. Accepted 

paper for the Third Knowledge 

Cities World Summit, 

Melbourne 2010

Conceptions of knowledge networks contributing to semantic publishing activities:

Towards a public knowledge space



The importance of formally publishing schemas / standards

It acts to keep systems open, rather than reverting to closed systems 

and longer term – system collapse. It creates the space for the emergence 

of public knowledge spaces

BISQAS initiative

Source: Vines, R. McCarthy, 

G., Jones, M., 2009. 

“Decreasing the Burden -

Increasing the Impact. 
Enabling the growth of 

quality-knowledge within the 

Victorian Community Sector”. 

Report prepared for the Office 

for the Community Sector. 
DPCD Melbourne. 



Communication to be directed to:

Gavan McCarthy
Senior Research Fellow and Director: 
eScholarship Research Centre
gavan.mccarthy@unimelb.edu.au

Richard Vines
Honorary Research Fellow: 
eScholarship Research Centre
Project Lessons – Strategic Solutions
plessons@netspace.net.au

We are interested to hear from and work with groups that have commitments to regulatory reforms and 
public knowledge as outlined in these slides. 

These works are licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-NoDerivs 
3.0 Unsupported License. To view a copy of this license, visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 
171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, 
California, 94105, USA.
June 2010


